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ABSTRACT

The rare /v'+ -» n+(+(~ decays are studied by using the effective Hamiltonian of weak

interaction. The contribution from intermediate mesons is shown to be important for

description of the above mentioned decays. The numerical results for A + —>• ?r+e+e~ are

in the agreement with the experimental data. The branching ratio for /f+ —> n+fi+fi~ is

predicted : Br(A'+ -> 7r+/i+//-)=0.73 ±0.14 x 10~7.
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The physics of kaons is extremely rich in interesting physical phenomena. In the 90-s

an extensive research was performed at present accelerators (FOALS, KEK, TRIUMF,

DA$NE) to study rare kaon decays: K -» TT£+£~, K -4 nvu and etc. [1]. These decays

are of extraordinary interest as a source of information on a New Physics beyond the

Standard Model. For example, statistics at DA$NE should be sufficient to improve the

measurement of width and lepton spectrum in K+ -+ n+e+e~ and to detect the decay

K+ ~> ir+fi+n~ [3]. From this point of view it is very important to have trustworthy quan-

titative estimations of parameters of the above decays in the framework of the Standard

model. The problem is that calculation of hadronic matrix elements in most of theoretical

approaches needs a great number of additional parameters and model assumptions [2],

[3]. The aim of this work is to carry out the theoretical study of

A'+ -> n+tr (1)

decay by means of effective four-quark Lagrangian of weak interaction proposed in [4], [5].

The calculations of hadronic matrix elements are performed in the Quark Confinement

Model (QCM) [6]. This model, based on certain assumptions about the nature of quark

confinement and hadronization, allows to describe the electroweak and strong interactions

of light (nonstrange and strange) mesons from a general point of view. We considered

basic low-energy properties of kaons in QCM [6]. The undoubtful advantage of the model

is that further study of kaon decays does not need any more additional assumptions and

/ or more additional free parameters.

We shall describe the quark weak interaction by the effective Lagrangian C*Jf for

A5 = 1 - transitions (the K+ -> n+(+£~ decay is of this type). This Lagrangian is a sum

of the usual four-quark operators [5] :

am 0 c o s 0 £ CO (2)

where Oc is Cabbibo angle.

The four quark operators are defined as:
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The C{ depends on QCD parameters (i, and a, [5]:
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The hadronic interactions in (I) can be described in the QCM. This model is based

on the following assumptions [6]:

• The hadron fields are assumed to arise after integration over gluon and quark vari-

ables in the QCD generating function. The transition of hadrons to quarks and vice

versa is given by the interaction Lagrangian:

9M \ii-a p \mn_o /r\
= -j=M qm\ tt\ qn, (5)

here

quark fields, , are Euclidean fields connected with the physical one in a standard

manner [6], Al=i 8 are the Gell-Mann flavor matrices, F,, are the Dirac matrices,

is the color index.

In particular Lagrangians of meson - quark interactions for A'* and ir± can be

written as:



9K* ^

9K* ±-o Ai*-^ a= 71* « 7 5 " " 9 •
The coupling constants gM for meson-quark interaction are defined from the com-

positeness condition [7]:

F Iwhere F I M C ) ' S t^ie derivative of the corresponding meson mass operator. It is
more convenient to use

instead of gm in further calculations. Hadron-quark interactions are described by

quark diagrams induced by the 5 matrix averaged over vacuum backgrounds:

S = f davAcTexp{i j dxCint}. (9)

The quark propagator has the following form:

S(xu x2\BVAc) = (0\T(q(Xl)q(x2))\0) = i(p + BVAc)~X8{Xl - * a ) . (10)

• The second QCM assumption is that the quark confinement is provided by nontrivial
gluon vacuum background. The averaging of quark diagrams generated by the 5-
matrix (9) over vacuum gluon fields BVAC is suggested to provide quark confinement
and to make the ultraviolet finite theory. The confinement ansatz in the case of one-
loop quark diagrams lies in the following replacement:

J doVAcTr\M(x1)S(xux2\BVAc)...M{xn)S{xn,x1\BvAc)\ —•

f davTr\M{xl)Sv(xl - x7)...M{xn)Sv(xn - x , ) | , (11)

where

S,(x, - x2) = f -^Le-«- .^)_J—. (12)
J t(2ir)4 uA, — p

The parameter A, characterizes the confinement range of quark with flavor number

q(= u,d, s). The measure dcrv is defined as:

~ 1 = G^) = <-**) + *K~*3)- (13)

The function G{z) is called as the confinement function. G(z) is independent on

flavor or color of quark. G(z) is an entire analytical function on the s-plane. G(z)



decreases faster than any degree of z in Euclidean region. The choice of G{z), or as
the same of a( — z2) 6(—z2), is one of the model assumptions. In the note [6] a(—z2)
and b(—z2) are chosen as:

a(u) =

6(u) = 6o<ru'-6"\ (14)

The requirement of satisfaction of Ward anomaly identity in QCM gives the additional

correlation between a(0) and 6(0): 6(0) = -<z'(0), a(0) = 2. Using a{u) and 6(u) as (14),

one can receive: a0 — 2, a\ — ̂ . So, the free parameters of the model are A?, 6o, 6j. The

model parameters were fixed in [6] by fitting the well-established constants of low-energy

Au = \d = 460 A/eV,

A, = 506 MeV,

bo = 2, 6i = 0.2,

no = 2, a, = 0.5. (15)

So, the Lagrangian describing I\+ -> ir+t+?~ decay in QCM looks like:

C, = £ M + Cw + £em, (16)

where £ M and £vv are defined by (6) and (2). The Lagrangian of electromagnetic

interaction of quarks and leptons is written in a standard form:

C«n=eAll(%Qin»<$+l'fl), (17)

where A^ is the electromagnetic field, Q — diag | | , —3,-3} is the charge quark matrix.
The CP conserving Dalitz pair decays of charged kaons are dominated by one photon

exchange. The h'+ —1 n+(+i~ decay is described by the diagrams depicted in Fig.l. The
matrix element corresponding A'+ —> ir+£+t~ decay can be written as [2]

M(A'+ -> 7r+£+r) = - ^L sin 0C cos0C

xe F+(q2,m2
K,ml) P> ^ ^ ( - « ) f ( * b " W , (18)

where F+{q2,m2
K,ml) = jfe

Obviously, the longitudinal component of q* gives no contribution to the ampli-

tude, so the corresponding term in (18) is omitted. Here, for simplicity, we take Au =

A, = 460 MeV. Parameter A was shown in [6] to characterize the degree of chiral



symmetry breaking in the QCM, so the matrix element corresponding to A'+ -> ir+(+l~

decay is proportional to A2. The total decay rate for A'+ —• n+e+e~ is given by:

4m*

' q* ' 9* qi ' A 3 '
(19)

where C = G/rsin0c cos flcx/Wir 5^-7, A(a,6,c) = a2+62+c2-2(a&+ac+6c). In [8], [9] it

was shown that for the calculation of hadron matrix elements it was necessary to take into

account the contributions from intermediate meson states. In the case of A'+ -» n+£+£~

-decay it is necessary to take into account the intermediate axial (ai(1260)), (A"i(1270)),

pseudoscalar n+ and vector (^(770)) - mesons. The account of axial and pseudoscalar

mesons results in the appearance of additional diagrams, represented in Fig. 2.

The propagators of intermediate mesons in the one-loop approximation are defined in

the following way [6]:

We emphasize that there are no problems with the divergence of the diagram, rep-

resented in Fig. 3 for the mass operator of axial meson in QCM due to the choice of

confinement functions as (14) . It is important to note that the gradient invariance was

controlled directly in every step of our calculations. In order to account the intermediate

vector p(770) - meson one should multiply the matrix elements by value:

3 3 2

It is worth noting that the function $( Jr, ^f, ^f) contains coefficients Ci that depend

on QCD parameters. The explicit form of this dependence is given in [5]. The numerical

results for Br(K+ -¥ n+e+e~) were calculated for different values of a, and na:

a, = 0.5 -=-1.0

ft, = 0.9 + i.9 GeV

(22)

The corresponding results for Br{K+ ~* ir+e+e~) are displayed in Table i. These

values were obtained averaging those calculated with different a, and ft,.

One can see from the Table that Brx obtained with no intermediate meson states turns

out to be w 1.8 times greater than the experimental one. This correlates well with the



results obtained in the chiral perturbation theory [2]. However, if we take into account

the intermediate mesons, one can obtain the value which is in better agreement with

experimental data. Also, the branching ratio for A'+ -> ir+fi+fi~ has been calculated, and

the corresponding number is given in the Table.

Summarizing, the performed analysis shows that the "long distance " contribution to

the matrix elements of low-energy hadron processes can be described by additional quark

diagrams with intermediate meson states.
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Table 1

Decay

BrEXp x 10-7

[10]

Br x 10-7

without int. mesons

Br x 1O-7

with int. mesons

A'+ -* 7r+e+e-

2.99 ± 0.22

5.58 ± 0.56

3.23 ± 0.56

A'+ -> n+n+fi-

<2.30

1.15 ±0.12

0.73 ±0.14
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Fig. 1 The quark diagrams for K+ -> n+£+£~ decays.
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Fig. 2 The quark diagrams for A'+ -4 n+£+i decays with intermediate axial and pseu-

doscalar mesons.
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Fig. 3 The quark diagram for the mass operator of axial meson.
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